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ABSTRACT 

 
Teaching and learning have been done entirely online for the past two years because of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Therefore, students should be aware of the good methods for taking notes in class as the ability in doing so will 

help them grasp important content well. In turn, reading and revising will be made much easier when they need to 

only refer to their notes which are simple yet complete with important details. The ability to take notes and write 

them in a way that corresponds with each lecturer’s presentation is an art that should be learnt by all students.  

However, taking notes is sometimes overlooked by many, especially in mathematics. Thus, students should be 

informed of note-taking strategies and what to address in and review the materials that they need to read. This 

article aims to share with students some note-taking strategies that may serve as a guide in helping students 

improve their performance especially in mathematics. 
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Introduction 

Taking good notes may help you remember what you learn in class and can be a useful study tool while 

studying for tests or examinations. It's critical to select the note-taking approach that best suits your 

study habits and thinking style. While your method of perfect math note taking may differ from that of 

others, several components are common. Pay attention in class and ask questions if you don't understand 

something, then experiment with different note-taking strategies until you discover one that works for 

you. (Cam, 2021).  A good note-taking strategy can lead to more efficient study habits, better course 

results, and better retention of material after a course has ended (Friedman, 2014). 

 

There are several methods for taking notes in school or at university. Some people prefer an 

organised approach and use an outline technique to take notes, while others prefer a visual approach and 

construct mind maps, while yet others employ no structure at all. However, there is one note-taking 

approach that is better than others in many instances, and research has proved that it is not only more 

efficient, but also makes it much simpler to review notes, such as while studying for an exam.  As part of 

taking good notes, make sure you understand the information as early as possible, so that it can become 

more consolidated in your memory with repeated exposure to the material. Get ahead at this point by 

checking up new terms and topics if your professor posts pre-lecture slides for your upcoming class.  

Although the lecturer has provided lecture notes in the form of PowerPoint slides, OneNote, PDF files, 

live notes, and other formats, students must also take lecture notes before, during, and after the 
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presentation. Students should not depend entirely on lecturer-provided notes. They should integrate the 

notes in the form of their own understanding and creativity. 

 

Research from iversity.org found out that we forget 47% of what we learn after 20 minutes. Or 

that we only remember 10% of what was said during an audio lecture. In the online learning world, this 

can make it hard for you to hold on to new information and material. But worry not, you can recall 

nearly 80% of a lecture by taking and refreshing yourself on your notes. Notes also help you get a clear 

of idea of the instructor’s main points and keep you concentrated. 

 

Notes-taking tips for mathematics. 

Taking notes while attending a lecture online might be difficult, especially if you are used to doing so on 

your computer. Toggling between your online course screen and a separate note-taking screen is 

challenging. Taking notes, on the other hand, should not be a difficult activity; rather, it should be a 

straightforward action that assists pupils in remembering what they've just learned. Here are a few tips to 

make taking notes for online classes a snap. 

 

1) Take notes by hand 

Taking handwritten notes throughout your online course may seem 'old fashioned,' but it may save you 

time and remove a lot of unnecessary computer processes. You won't have to go back and forth between 

your class and your typing document, for example. You won't have to pause any of the videos or courses 

you're watching. Simply take out a pen and paper and begin writing. 

 

2) Don't Write Everything Down 

According to Friedman (2014), while taking notes during an online course, students tend to write 

everything down. This is mostly due to the lack of textbooks, handouts, and other resources that would 

typically be supplied in a regular classroom. Writing down as much as possible, on the other hand, might 

harm a student's ability to study. Too many notes might result in information overload, reducing the 

amount of content a student can recall later. 

 

3) Option for diagrams or pictures 

When looking back over your notes, diagrams can also help you capture concepts in a form that you can 

comprehend and absorb fast. If the information available includes a diagram or picture, save it to your 

computer so you may print it out and add it to your notes later. 
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4) Review the notes 

Regardless of whether you take notes by paper, on a computer, or using a phone app, it's a good idea to 

review your content soon after the online course is over. This is a great time to take notes since the 

material you've just absorbed is still fresh in your mind. 

 

Some suggestion for option of picture and diagram 

Draw pictures or diagrams if you're having trouble finding the appropriate words to describe what you're 

trying to say. They also make it easier to understand and remember information when you're looking 

back at your notes.  Here are some options using this technique. 

 

1) The Cornell Methods 

The Cornell technique allows you to condense and organise your notes in a methodical manner without 

having to recopy them. After you've written your notes in the main area, identify each idea and detail 

with a key phrase or "cue" in the left-hand space.  Rule your paper with a 2-inch margin on the left and a 

6-inch margin on the right for notes. During class, jot down notes in the six-inch space. Skip a few lines 

as the lecturer goes on to a different topic. Complete as many phrases and sentences as you can after 

class. Create a cue in the left margin for each key piece of information. To review, put a card over your 

notes, leaving the cues exposed. Say the cue aloud, then say as much of the information below the card 

as you can. When you've stated everything, you can, move the card and check to see if what you said 

matches what's written. You know it if you can say it. 

 

 

 

 

Note Taking Area - Record the lecture as 

completely and effectively as possible. 

Cue Column – Keep the cue column empty 

while you're taking notes. Immediately after 

the lecture, reduce your notes to just few 

short scribbles as hints. 

Summaries – Sum up each page of your 

notes in a sentence or two. 
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2) Three Column Method 

Students can use the three column notes method to write a question, an answer, and an example. As a 

result, students will have the opportunity to go deeper into the meaning of the term or phrase by putting 

it into question form, finding an answer to the question they have written, and presenting an example of 

the word/phrase in context that they may come across. 

Make three equal columns on your pages. The three-column method, unlike the Cornell Method, is 

developed particularly for use in math lectures. To better organise your notes, you'll use each column for 

various types of material. With a ruler, divide the page into three pieces by drawing two lines from the 

top of the lined portion to the bottom.  You may want to draw your separating lines using a marker or 

different coloured ink to make them stand out. 
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Step  1 :  Record each problem step in the ‘Examples’ section. 

Step 2 :   Record the reason for each step in ‘Explanations/Rules’ section by using    

                abbreviations, short phrase (not sentence) or key words, formulas and properties. 

Step3 :  Record key words and concepts in left hand side section either during or immediately after 

lecture by reworking the notes. 

 

3) Doodle Notes Strategy 

 

 
 

Doodling and colouring in a left-brain oriented subject like mathematics increases communication across 

the corpus callosum, the bundle of nerve fibres that divides the brain's two hemispheres. Relaxation is an 

extra benefit. These doodle notes, like the new adult colouring book therapy trend, can assist to reduce 

mathematics anxiety. 

 

A recent study found that doodling really increases focus and recall of new knowledge. Students may 

utilise coloured pencils and the right side of their brains to recall important terminology, mathematical 

examples, and new ideas more easily with these colour-it-in, doodle-friendly note techniques. 
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